
Policing the Archonate 

Every so often I’ll see a figure range and it’ll spark ideas. This is the first time 

I’ve seen the range still in the greens and thought, “There’s a story there.” The 

figures are from Ali Doğan Sayıner and the iliada game studio 

 

Pavan Voile, ‘Seventeenth Hereditary Archon of the Upper Dree Valley, from 
Creel to the Springs of Meor,’ had been described by his wife as ‘somewhat less 

imposing than his title.’ Now he stood in the howdah of his triceratops and 

surveyed his forces. Behind him followed three more triceratops, each with their 

howdah crews scanning the terrain for signs of trouble. Fanning out ahead of 

him were two packs of dogs. Looking behind he could see the tyrannosaurus, 

towering over the rest of the column. When it saw him looking at it, the 
tyrannosaurus winked at him. At the back was the company of bird riders, their 

mounts armed with steel fighting talons and their beaks armoured in polished 

brass. 

An exhausted swineherd had collapsed in his great hall, having run for hours to 

bring news, an ape raiding party had crossed the mountains and had entered the 

valley of the Dree. They were stealing pigs and people.  
Surveying the terrain, Pavan Voile took a decision. He would swing west, skirting 

the thicker woods. Beyond them there was a large clearing with the swineherd’s 

village. Judging by the smoke that was starting to rise above the trees, the 

raiders were already in the village. 

He spun his helmet com to the frequency used by the dogs. Immediately the two 

pack leaders’ thoughts came tumbling through. He brushed them aside. “Fang, 

take your pack right, through the tall timber.” 
“Tree rats!” The enthusiasm was obvious.  

“Sorry Fang, we can go for tree rats tomorrow, apes today. Have your pack 

sweep the woods for them, if you find any and cannot shift them, the bird riders 

will come in to support.” 

“Broken Tooth, you take your pack well to the left, sweep through the trees that 

run around the back of the clearing.” Pavan mentally pictured with map he was 



holding. Broken Tooth, an old dog, cunning, gave a mental grin that showed his 

teeth. “Eat ape tonight.” 

Pavan then put his com on the general frequency. “We’re following the road in, 

the dogs covering the flanks. Bird Company can follow Fang and his pack to the 
right and clear those woods. Tyrannosaur, follow Broken Tooth and his pack left, 

I want you to get through the timber there, the dogs will find you a clear path. I 

want you and Broken Tooth behind the apes when we come into the clearing.”  

“Triceratops, we stay here practicing our hurry up and wait until the dogs tell us 

it’s time to strike.” 

He leaned against the side of his Howdah. ‘Genetically enhanced apes. It wasn’t 
natural’.  

 

Slipperdong Woo looked around the clearing. So far so good, the problem is that 

the straight backs had obviously been making illegal liquor and his people had 

found the store.  

He chased a company of juveniles into the tall timber that formed the southern 
border of the clearing. It would keep them sober and they’d be more 

comfortable in the trees. His other company of juveniles were hunkered down 

behind the burning village, keeping a close eye on the prisoners. He made his 

way into the village, cursing the warriors who were clutching stone flagons. He 

made them deploy on the edge of the village. At least there they could cover 

anybody who came up the road. That done to his satisfaction he went to look for 

the Big One. He finally found him, sitting on top of the ruins of the liquor store, 
oblivious of the flames that were already getting too close for comfort. 

Slipperdong brought to mind every insult and curse he’d heard. All three of his 

ex-wives had been fluent in abuse. He methodically started to curse the Big One 

into some sort of sobriety.   

 

The forces 
I suggest you have three or four men, apes or dogs on a base. Any larger 

creature can have a base of their own. 

 

First the Archon 

 

Dog pack 

6 bases of dogs. No weaponry other than teeth, but their skin and the speed 
they move in combat gives them the equivalent of flak armour. They move as 

cavalry. 

 

Reaction 3,3,3,2,2,2,2,2   19pts 

 

A dog pack can sense apes (or any other prey) two moves away. 
 

Triceratops Company 

Four Triceratops each with a howdah carrying a base in infantry armed with 

personal energy weapons.  

A Triceratops moves at infantry speed. Anybody shooting at it can target the 

mount or the troops in the howdah. Both count as protected by Improvised 
Armour.   

I realise that the models don’t have a howdah, but they’re easy to manufacture 

by folding breakfast cereal cardboard to form a box of the right size. Then you 



can glue two long pieces which hang down from the bottom of the box and not 

merely protect the flanks of the Triceratops but hold the howdah in place.   

When firing the company fires with four bases. In close combat it fights as 

twelve bases, as each Triceratops fights as two. 
 

Reaction 3,3,2,3,2,2,2,2   19pts 

 

Note that when shooting at a Triceratops and come to roll on the Vehicle 

Penetrated Table, Triceratops to not explode or burn. Rolls of 1 to 6 show how 

the Triceratops is wounded (and should be pulled back out of harm’s way) whilst 
7 upwards shows that the Triceratops is dead. 

 

Tyrannosaur 

Moves at Cavalry speed, counts as having Improvised Armour. In close combat it 

fights as 10 bases. (But dies as one.) Treat like Triceratops if you have to roll on 

the Vehicle Penetrated Table. 
 

Reaction 3,3,2,2,2,1,1,1   15pts 

 

 

Bird Rider Company. 

These are armed with flak armour and personal projectile weapons. They can 

move and fight from ‘bird back’ as cavalry, or dismount and fight on foot as 
infantry. 

 

Reaction 3,2,3,2,2,1,2,1   16pts 

 

Aims. 

Destroy the raiding force and recover the prisoners.  
 

Sneaking. 

The dogs are good at it, in woodland the apes will see them when they’re only a 

6 inch move away.  

The Tyrannosaur is a different issue. The dogs will try and find it a clear path, 

the trees will screen it, but it’s not the quietest of creatures, and its love of 

Tchaikovsky means that it tends to forget itself and hum loudly. Any apes within 
a foot of it have a 50% chance of spotting it, every move. 

 

 

The forces of Slipperdong Woo 

 

 



 

Apes move as human infantry. 

 

Warriors. 
Two companies, each of six bases. They have personal projectile weapons.  

 

Reaction 3,3,2,3,2,2,1,1   17pts  

 

Toss a coin for the first time they test reaction. If you get heads, they react on 

table 3, otherwise on a tails, the drink is effecting them and for that one test, 
they test on table 1. 

 

Juveniles.  

Each company has ten bases. They have close combat weapons.  

 

Reaction 3,3,2,2,1,1,1,1   14pts  
 

Big One 

Has flak armour, and in close combat fights as ten bases but dies as one.  

 

Reaction 3,3,2,3,2,2,1,1   17pts  

 

Because it’s drunk and infuriated it will charge at the first enemy force it sees.  
 

Aims and objectives. 

Get the prisoners and as many of your other fighters off via the exit as you can. 

The unit with the prisoners is slowed by them, it cannot spent command points 

to get multiple moves. 

Note that your other fighters are nervous about the idea they might be sacrificed 
so that you can escape with the loot. For every point you spend on moving the 

prisoners, the warriors will take one to fall back as well. (If there’s only one 

point and you use it on the prisoners and their escort, the other units will test 

reaction.) 

 


